
May Might

Name: Date: __/__/20__

His disposition was sweet, even if it were thoughtless, and he
_________________ her with reproaches after all.
1.

(not/meet)might not meet

_______________ it without my knife?2. (how/I/do/?)How may I do

It ____________ as a guide to others.3. (serve)may serve

I've made him different from all other animals; but __________________
for my tea?
4.

(what/I/have/?)
what may I have

After the bread and butter we agreed what we might and what we
_________________, and then I wrote what the reader is now to see.
5.

(not/tell)
might not tell

You ___________ your father so from me.6. (tell)may tell

Marguerite turned away her head that her lover ________________ the
tears that gathered in her eyes.
7.

(not/see)
might not see

I need them, and they _____________ me.8. (need)might need

It is well to put in enough, as some of them __________________, and
when they get to growing well, pull up all but four in a hill.
9.

(not/come up)
may not come up

One day, after they had made the porridge for their breakfast, and poured
it into their porridge-pots, they walked out into the wood while the porridge
was cooling, that they _________________ their mouths by beginning too
soon to eat it.

10.

(not/burn)
might not burn

Therefore the Empire __________________ itself.11. (not/destroy)may not destroy

_____________ what we can do for him?12. (we/see/?)May we see

We ___________ them with considerable confidence.13. (read)may read

I ____________________, but my wish was indisputable.14. (not/succeed)might not succeed
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Their mothers __________________ him the run of their kitchens quite so
freely as some other boys, but the boys went with him just the same, and they
never noticed how little he was washed and dressed.

15.

(not/allow)

might not allow

He said, too, that, because they loved one another so very much, it was
the wish of both that death _____________________ them, but that they
should die, as they had lived, together.

16.

(not/separate)
might not separate

She walked away, but presently came back, while I was wondering if I
_______________, and opened the drawer again.
17.

(not/go)might not go

If it takes great intelligence to create a word,
______________________________?
18.

(how old/human speech/be/?)how old may human speech be

__________________ my last for years?19. (it/not/be/?)Might it not be

It ________________ from his long journey.20. (past/be)may have been
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